Throughout this paper, we assume that all rings have units and all ring morphisms preserve units, further, all modules will be assumed unitary. We will denote the center of the ring A by Z(A). Each fc-algebra A induces an exact sequence of left A e = A 0* A°-modules:
where φ{a(&b°) -α δ. DEFINITION 2 [1] . A will be called a separable ^-algebra if the sequence (1) splits. More generally, a two-sided ideal §ί in the fc-algebra A will be called a separable ideal if the quotient algebra Aj% (k-*A-+ A/SC) is separable. Denote by Sep k (A) the set of all such ideals in A; of particular interest is the subset Sep* (A) of all separable ideals SI for which A/31 is a protective ^-module. PROPOSITION 3 [6] . Let A be a k-algebra. We obtain immediately from the local criteria for separability ( [2] , p. 100) the following theorem. THEOREM Proof. Assume, first, that k is local with maximal ideal m Denote by / the reduction of / modulo m, then being orthogonal central idempotents. Since all the factors are indecomposable, for each i there is a unique j such that f i = feĥ ence ί <Ξ 5, and by symmetry, s ^ ί, so s = ί. The indecomposability also implies (after reordering) that e* = / 4 , so that 
Let A be a k-algebra with two-sided ideal 2ί such that the k-module
k[x]l(m, f) ^ k/m ® fc k[a] ^ k/m[x]/fk/m[x] = k/m[a](i) f(a) is a unit in k[a] = k[x]/fk[x]; (ii) f(oή=fι'"f 8 in k[x],
